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Twelve firsts and four second places made 
for a great result for the CAC team when 
they competed at the Flying NZ Regionals 
championships in Motueka. 
 
By winning the Wigram cup with four firsts 
out of the four events, itself a possible rec-
ord, the team is on the way to winning the 
trophy at the Nationals for the fourth consec-
utive year.  The 1934 trophy, donated by our 
founder Sir Henry Wigram, sits high and 
proud behind the Reception desk and we’ve 
grown rather attached to it. 
 
Aerobatics were another stunning feature at 
Motueka - three firsts for CAC, and our well 
known formation team flew an impeccable 
routine while the selectors of the NZ team 
watched as part of their job selecting the fi-
nal team from all five Regionals events. 
 
“The successes were an extremely satisfying 
result from a lot of work put in by dedicated 
people,” said team manager Alan Beard. 
Many of the group had said how much they 
enjoyed the camaraderie  and the help given 
to one another among the group of competi-
tors, instructors, supporters. 
 
In this issue of the Flyer we’ve concentrated 
on the event - not just the competitions 
themselves but all the other fun things to see 
and do.  Andre Michaelides has written a 
wonderful story on his impressions as a first 
timer in the team and we encourage you to 
take time to read it. Like some of us, Andre 
took the opportunity to fly over to Cape Fare-
well via the beautiful coastline of the Abel 
Tasman and Golden Bay beaches. Azure 
seas, golden sands, brilliant skies and purr-
ing aeroplane, what more could you want. 

 

 

Perhaps I had better check the weight and balance. 
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Our sunny but windy Club 

day out at WL on the 5th 

wasn’t a complete wash-

out, with a morning text 

broadcast confirming that 

while flying was off the 

BBQ wasn’t and around 

twenty people turned up 

for a chat and a feed. Les 

took a well earned rest day 

and Paul O’Neill fronted up 

with some home made 

burgers that required 

round two on the grill and 

didn’t make it back to 

Paul’s freezer; thanks Paul. 

 

In spite of a late flurry of enquiries we didn’t get enough 

firm commitments for the ‘official’ flyaway to Masterton on 

show weekend; but there is nothing to stop those who 

want to go on some of these trips going anyway, so long as 

you are licensed and current. Plans for future flyaways 

include Mandeville and Milford (though you will need the 

instructors for Milford). Give us some feedback soon on 

who wants to go, in what, and if you have strong prefer-

ences about when. Who can resist a chance to go play with 

the Mandeville Tiger Moths? we might even try to squeeze 

it in with the Nationals at the end of February as we will 

already be halfway there, and you can throw your support 

behind the Club’s attempt to hold the Wigram Cup for an 

unprecedented fourth time in a row. 

 

We are also planning a mini flyaway to Springfield in the 

new year for a ‘swap a ride’ day with the gliding club; plans 

include an opportunity to fly the Dynamic LSA as well as a 

go in a glider to practise your FLWOP; with the displaced 

glider pilots having a chance to fly something that they 

know can make it back to the field. 

 

Next Club event is the Strip Day on December 3rd. There 

are already a few takers so get in quick and let us know 

early if you prefer a back country outing or a social gad 

about the plains, or maybe both if you all commit early 

enough to secure the planes and instructors. Get in touch 

with Thomas@cac.co.nz and secure your place. The strip 

day will be followed by the regular Club day on the 10th at 

RT; we will be arm twisting our friends again to bring some 

interesting planes such as the YAK and a Chipmunk or Aus-

ter, or even a replica Spitfire out of Loburn Abbey,  with 

the chance of a ride at cost share rates. Club activities will 

include aeros, junior bombing and more. 

 

Keep an eye on the newsletter for details of access to 

planes and special rates over the Christmas break; the 

Exec is working on streamlined processes that will make it 

all totally painless instead of plane-less. Just watch out in 

the air as I hear Rudolph is still NORDO and the bearded 

one has been known to have a few on his rounds. 

 

Phil Wilby - Club Captain 

Hi fellow aviators. 

For the most part of this year 

the weather has depressed 

our available flying hours 

beyond anything that I can 

remember. We have had 

rain, rain and more rain, so 

with spring we have had a 

gradual improvement to now 

where the sun shine hours 

are vastly improved. As they 

say “make hay while the sun 

shines”.  

Now that we have good con-

ditions, dust off you goggles and get current again.  

There are great opportunities to fly in the evenings after 

work if you find that the weekends are not free. I have 

been talking to management about putting simple proce-

dures in place to enable after hours flying – in the evening 

or early morning. Please do not hesitate to call the Club. 

We can make sure that you have appropriate approvals 

and access to the building, hangars etc. You can also re-

quest that your aircraft is left at the front of the hangar.  

I have been using time after work to get my aerobatics 

into some sort of shape. 

Last month the Club’s competition team flew up to Motue-

ka to compete in the Alpine Area Rally. We did exception-

ally well, and once again our Wigram Cup team won the 

Regionals and is through to the Nationals. Thanks go to 

Alan Beard, our team manager, and to our instructing 

coaches Chris Cooper, Richard Collett and Nick Nikoloff.  

It is the dedication of our coaches and competitors that 

enables us to do so consistently well. Our club has now 

won the Wigram Cup three years in a row at the Nationals 

and we are pursuing a record breaking fourth time. This 

year the National Competition is being held in Timaru at 

the end of February/early March. It is not far away, so 

come along and cheer the team on. 

There needs to be a purpose for amateur pilots to continue 

flying long after completing a PPL, and there is.  

I urge you to come along to Club Days and fly in the differ-

ent competitions that are arranged from time to time. 

They include, amongst other things, life raft dropping, 

bombing, precision circuits and aerobatics; it is quite simp-

ly great fun.  

There is always a barbeque arranged on club days and 

time always seems to fly when you are amongst friends 

and shooting the breeze talking aviation. If this is not your 

scene, keep an eye out for the times when Club Captain, 

Phil Wilby, organises strip flying, it is always fully sub-

scribed.  That’s all from me now. Cheers!  

John McCallister - President  

 

mailto:Thomas@cac.co.nz
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I got my PPL 20 years ago now, and like many, did a bit of 

flying and had a large break to travel, get married and have 

kids. Getting back into flying about five years ago, I’ve com-

pletely enjoyed the experience and have immersed myself in 

aviation books and the internet.  

The call went out for people to join the CAC competition 

team.  I felt my flying was OK, and seemed like a good thing 

to try, even though I’d never really been overly involved in 

the social or competitive flying scene. Reading the rulebook, 

it’s taken me a bit of time to figure out which competition is 

which, they are referred to, cryptically, using NZ aviator’s or 

sponsor’s names. I initially thought one of the landing com-

petitions would be fun, but our club landing guru Phil is the 

expert and multiple winner at those, so it made sense not to 

let a newbie loose at them, and I was assigned Airwork Cup, 

low flying. 

The team met up at WL on Saturday. I was basically meet-

ing everyone for the first time and not knowing what to ex-

pect. It was nice to see a range of people there, from the 

super organised and welcoming team manager, Alan, the 

team instructors, older hands that have been doing comps 

for years, as well as other dads and also younger (than me) 

members, also a good contingent of non-competing support-

ers and helpers. Experience ranged from pre PPL on up. Eve-

ryone was wonderfully friendly and patiently answered my 

many, many questions. 

Leading up to the big weekend, the team was training hard. 

Spring winds meant the compulsory westerlies were about, 

and I think Chris was wondering if I ever knew how to fly 

straight and hold an altitude while in the low flying area. 

The flight up to Motueka would be my first time flying any-

where amongst other planes. I was taking my wonderful 

wife, Monique, up with us for the weekend, pompoms and 

cheers were expected, but I think they got lost somewhere 

on the way. The team met up at 7:30am, with Chris briefing 

us, especially on where the army attack helicopters would be 

from Exercise Southern Katipo, (5,500’ and below in Dip Flat 

area). With suitcases loaded, pickets and oil on board, the 

fleet was ready. CAC took up 8 planes, with another couple 

of private plane supporters in tow, so quite a contingent 

heading up.  

A last minute addition of an extra passenger, another Alan, 

caused a quick recalculation of Weight and Balance in the 

Warrior, we would be at MAUW for takeoff. Alan is pre PPL 

and it was odd to hear he would be watching and learning 

from my flying, I certainly made sure I completed all the 

checklists correctly and explained some of the Warrior good-

ies. The flight to Motueka was both beautiful and technically 

interesting. Flying out of CH with several planes off the 

wing, and watching the formation team up ahead, in a per-

fect triangle, was fun. The flying was also interesting, work-

ing with the weather, always having a diversion via Kaikou-

ra in mind. We had to scoot under low clouds until Hanmer, 

then climb up (very slowly at a heavy weight) and duck 

back under clouds as we were entering the Dip Flat area. 

Being able to radio other planes up ahead for conditions was 

very reassuring. The flight was safe and clear of the passes 

under the clouds, but there wasn’t a lot of room left if the 

clouds were any lower. Going through Dip Flat at close to 

5,000’ because of the low clouds did cause a few heads on 

swivels, looking for those armed helicopters, but no one saw 

them. I guess they were either having smoko, or appropri-

ately camouflaged from us civilians. 

Alan grew up in 

Motueka, so he 

pointed out all the 

landmarks and 

aerodrome location 

on approach which 

was most helpful. 

By taking a 

shortcut, I caught 

up with the for-

mation team, 

which was no long-

er in a triangle, in 

fact one plane had 

run off. I had to 

slow down and fell 

in directly behind 

the other two for 

the final approach 

and landing in Mo-

tueka.  

In Motueka, we were in aviators’ heaven. Wandering around 

the aerodrome all day, welcomed and well looked after by 

the local Motueka Aero Club crowd, planes landing and tak-

ing off, watching the meat bombing plane kick people out 

and land within seconds in a skilful diving, curved approach, 

the smell, the hangars, chilling on the wing of a plane with 

my beloved in the plane parking area, the aerobatics, the 

formations, it was wonderful. 

There was a real CAC team spirit and comradeship amongst 

the competitors and supporters. We all made sure each 

other was fed, and transported to the correct location, back 

and forth from the field into town etc. The instructors there, 

Chris, Nick and Richard, gave last minute practices and ad-

vice quite happily. Much socialising with the local aviators 

and other clubs took place during the hangar BBQ and 

throughout the weekend. I don’t think I met anyone all 

weekend that wasn’t friendly, helpful and ready to discuss 

anything to do with flying. 

Before the competitions, I took Monique for a flight up 

round Farewell Spit and the Abel Tasman beaches. Farewell 

Spit was having an odd weather phenomena, where there 

where murky clouds over the length of it, but no clouds 

above the ocean on either side. It’s always great to share a 

passion with friends and family, and especially your spouse. 

I basically had LJJ to myself all weekend, apart from a cou-

ple of flights by Grant in the formation team. It was nice to 

come to the plane, know everything was as I left it, seat 

position, the paperwork would still be in order, controls 

locked and plane tied down, just like I had observed it being 

tied down the night before (I was trying to absorb proper 

knot tying technique by osmosis). It gave a bit of an insight 

into what owning a plane would be like, and I think I like it! 

As experienced by  
Andre Michaelides 

North out of CH en rout to MK, another plane off the wing. 

In the circuit in MK 



Competition day was busy, I organised a last minute change 

of order for me, to allow the formation team to have the 

plane at the correct time. I thought I would be quite nervous, 

but, strangely, I really wasn’t. I went through getting the 

plane ready, and when my air judge showed up (the judge is 

onboard with you in most competitions), I was ready and 

flew the routine well. Afterwards, you land, the judge says, 

that was pretty good, but you have to wait until the presen-

tation dinner at night to find out your results. I also had an-

other first of being the scribe for the formation flying judges. 

A scribe is the judge’s note taker, marking their scoring while 

they concentrate on the planes. I must say, our formation 

team of Andrew, Graeme and Grant are robotically good! I 

learnt a lot from the judges and organisers during that event, 

and hope to take up Andrew’s offer to be in the plane with 

him sometime during formations. 

At the presentation dinner, all were in good moods, our club 

filled three tables with competitors and supporters. We were 

jabbed at a bit from the other clubs and organisers, there 

seems to be some sort of reputation that precedes the CAC 

at these events, I don’t know, we seemed fine to me! 

As I’m sure you know, the team did wonderfully. I was the 

most nervous of the weekend, by far, just before the results 

announcement. I was personally wrapt and surprised to win 

my low flying, I guess practising in wild winds really sets you 

up. You need to win your regional competition to get into the 

nationals. It was a jovial evening. The next morning was fly 

home day, we were greeted in the morning by 1,000’ clouds 

and worse looking ones out on the horizon. Seeking out the 

experience of Alan and our President John, it seemed another 

night in Motueka or an AirNZ flight back home would be in 

order. We waited around all morning, keeping the phones 

busy checking the weather. We went down to the aerodrome 

late morning to hope for improvement, after ensuring Irene, 

the friendly motelier, would have us back that night if re-

quired. 

Competitors from all the clubs were milling around praying 

for some blue sky, and the locals, again, had the BBQ going 

in a hangar making sure everyone was fed. For most local 

flights, weather presents a go, no go for the flight, which is 

nothing more than small annoyance at not being able to fly 

that day. Away from home it means life delays, organising 

food, local transport and accommodation, which is an inter-

esting dynamic. It was intriguing talking to others and dis-

cussing various possibilities. About lunchtime, it seemed 

brighter, a single plane was sent out to scout the weather in 

the area, someone from Omaka I believe.  

He came back, said we couldn’t get around the Sounds, but 

the bases rose up towards the south through the mountains.  
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The following scene at the aerodrome was impressive. Within 

minutes, tens of planes were fuelled, checked and skedad-

dled off into the sky, none returned, so all looked good. 

About the same time the rest of our team showed up, 

shrunken to mainly the instructors, as a lot of the team were 

flying commercially from Nelson, or in cars, to ensure they 

would make commitments on Monday. The remaining mem-

bers grabbed a plane each, I had my wife as my trusty co-

pilot, and away we went. The cloud bases were continually 

lifting the further south we went, and all was comfortable on 

the flight back. Being down on pilots, one lone club Toma-

hawk was left behind, which was later retrieved by academy 

students during the week.  

All in all, a wonderful, if not, firehose introduction to the fly-

ing social and competition scene. I’m excitedly looking for-

ward to the Nationals in Timaru, my kids are too, as they 

were promised to be allowed to come if I made it through to 

the finals. New friendships were formed with many of our 

team members, and much appreciation earned from others.  

I’m often busy for the Club monthly competitions, but urge 

all to give some sort of competition or socialising a go, eve-

ryone is friendly, and it really doesn’t matter how good you 

can or can’t fly. We all share a common love, which creates a 

deep bonding. 

Blue skies and tailwinds! 

 

Waiting out the weather 

Happy flyers  

Andre and Monique  

Michaelides with 

Alan Whitmore 

(back) en route 

from Motueka to 

Cape Farewell.  

Waiting out the weather! 
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West Melton Report. 

To help ensure the safety of club operations, you will notice 

that in the weekly Club Newsletter “Notifications to Pi-

lots” (NTP) are issued by the CFI. These are important read-

ing for all pilots. Two recent NTP’s related to NZWL are worthy 

of a reminder in this column. 

NTP issued on 31 October ’17 – Changes to Eyrewell 

Transit Lane. This amendment changed a section of the for-

mer transit lane to the north east of the airfield to become 

controlled airspace down to the surface. Being close to the 

airfield, this airspace will require care from pilots to avoid 

breaching it.  

NTP issued on 6 November ’17 – NZWL Operational Up-

date.   This notice describes how the 04/22 runway is divided 

into 3 separate full-length runways which will be open on a 

revolving roster basis. The aim is to spread the wear and tear 

on the grass more evenly and allow time for recovery. The 

closed grass runway(s) will be marked by a white cross at the 

threshold.  

If you have any questions on either of these NTP’s please don’t 

hesitate to ask our instructors.  

Our final West Melton Social Evening for the year will be 

on Sat.16th December from 6pm. This time we plan to have 

a light barbecue meal with salads etc supplied for $10 a head. 

No need to bring a plate this time, and our usual licenced bar 

will be open.  

With thanks to our Committee and supporters for your help 

this year, and season’s greetings to all. 

Paul Jarman - Vice President 

YOUNG  

EAGLES  

UPDATE 

We’re looking for a new YE’s Co-ordinator. 

After 12 years of flying Young Eagles and 10 

years of being the club’s co-ordinator, it’s 

time to hand over the reins to a new, ener-

getic leader.  

Consider this a Situations Vacant shout-

out. 

The way you run the programme is pretty 

much up to you within guidance from Flying 

New Zealand and the national Young Eagles 

leader.  

It’s not too time consuming; just field calls 

from the parents of interested kids and or-

ganise an introductory flight. From time to 

time, arrange tours of industry related busi-

nesses.  

What’s in it for you? At least two very 

cool things…. 

Cool:  

FINANCIAL – cost share your 

flights and stay current  

BFR – may be subsidised 

(subject to discussion with 

management) 

VERY cool: 

SATISFACTION – it’s great to 

see kids ‘light up’ on their 

first flight 

Seeing 12-year-old Young Eagles 

grow into young men and 

women that go onto win 

scholarships, First Solo, and 

before too long they’re in-

structors! 

There is an up to date database of Young 

Eagles and unfettered guidance available. 

Peter King - Young Eagles Co-ordinator 

022 3579 241 / pete.d.king@gmail.com / 

cacyoungeagles@gmail.com  

North Canterbury Report. 

The North Canterbury branch is assisting the Big Brother Big 

Sister organisation with a Christmas function for the children 

involved. This day is being organised under the auspices of 

CAC North Canterbury branch but you don't have to be a mem-

ber to assist us. 

We are looking for four-plus seat aircraft as we will be taking 

three passengers each flight - one mentor and two children. 

Mentor in the back and child in the front with a landing and 

child change over half way. We envisage a flight to the coast 

and some way up the beach and then maybe a landing at 

Loburn Abbey for change over of child and a scenic to the west 

and home.  

They are a well organised group and the day will be fun. You 

will need to have the date of your last medical and BFR for 

their records. 

Please contact Steve Brown on 03 310 3051 or 027 224 0003 

for more details if you would like to be involved.                 

Peter Straw - Chairman 

North Canterbury Christmas Party 2nd December 2017 

Unable to make the Club Christmas Party on the 25th? Why not 

join Rangiora at their Branch Party on the 2nd December from 

6pm. 

Helen Humphries has undertaken the catering, mains and 

choice of deserts, all mixed with convivial company. 

$30 per head (children half price), just pick up the phone and 

book with Steve on 021 279 1655, or email me at  

peter@straw.co.nz . 

To allow for catering please make your booking ASAP or by 30th 

November. 

mailto:pete.d.king@gmail.com
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